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FOREWORD
The Dry Cooling Enhancement Program at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)
was initiated with a program scope that included the following near-term and
ultimate emphases.
Near-Term Objectives:
• Develop economic and performance models for cost optimization of
total heat rejection systems using dry and dry/wet cooling.
• Analyze and disseminate operating experience on existing dry-cooled
plant performance.
• Demonstrate certain features of existing technology equipment to provide confidence for specification by utilities.
Ultimate Objective:
• Promote water conservation through industry use of dry cooling by
developing and demonstrating the reliability of lower cost systems. The
development of advanced dry/wet systems is also considered to be within
this scope.
The following documents have been issued, reporting the results of the
work toward these objectives.
Cost optimization of dry-cooled heat rejection systems:
A REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT OF ENGINEERING ECONOMIC STUDIES OF
DRY-COOLED ELECTRICAL GENERATING PLANTS. B. C. Fryer,
BNWL-1976, March 1976.
HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP CHARACTERISTICS OF DRY
TOWER EXTENDED SURFACES. PART I: HEAT TRANSFER AND
PRESSURE DROP DATA. PFR Engineering Systems, Inc.,
PFR 7-100, March 1976.
HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP CHARACTERISTICS OF DRY
TOWER EXTENDED SURFACES. PART II: DATA ANALYSIS AND
CORRELATION. PFR Engineering Systems, Inc., PFR 7-102,
June 1976.

iii

Analysis of performance of existing dry-cooled plants:
DRY COOLING TOWER PROGRAM: RESULTS OF INDUSTRIAL CONTACTS
THROUGH AUGUST 1974. BNWL-1878, November 1, 1974.
A SURVEY OF MATERIALS AND CORROSION PERFORMANCE IN DRY
COOLING APPLICATIONS. A. B. Johnson, Jr., D. R. Pratt
and G. E. Zima, BNWL-1958, March 1976.
EUROPEAN DRY COOLING TOWER OPERATING EXPERIENCE.
J. G. DeSteese and K. Simhan, BNWL-1955, March 1976.
MATHEMATICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON DISPERSION
AND RECIRCULATION OF PLUMES FROM DRY COOLING TOWERS AT
WYODAK POWER PLANT IN WYOMING. Y. Onishi and D. S. Trent,
BNWL-1982, February 1976.
ALUMINUM ALLOY PERFORMANCE UNDER DRY COOLING TOWER CONDITIONS. A. B. Johnson, Jr., S. Begaj, M. W. Martini, and
R. P. May, PNL-2392, December 1977.
Advanced dry (dry/wet)-cooled systems:
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF WET/DRY COOLING CONCEPTS FOR
POWER PLANTS. W. B. Loscutoff, BNWL-1969.
COMPATABILITY OF AMMONIA WITH CANDIDATE DRY COOLING SYSTEM
MATERIALS. D. R. Pratt, BNWL-1992, April 1976.
SCALE FORMATION IN DELUGED DRY COOLING SYSTEMS.
BNWL-2060, March 1976.

D. R. Pratt,

AMMONIA AS AN INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGE FLUID FOR DRYCOOLED TOWERS. R. T. Allemann, B. M. Johnson, and
G. C. Smith, BNWL-SA-5997, September 1976.
A group of reports (including this report) has been issued that serves the
dual purpose of: 1) developing cost optimization models for dry cooling
systems based on available technology and 2) comparing the results of
analyzing the costs of these systems with the projected cost of several
advanced dry and dry/wet systems. Included in this group are:
AN ENGINEERING AND COST COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT
ALL-DRY COOLING SYSTEMS. B. C. Fryer, D. W. Faletti,
Daniel J. Braun, David J. Braun and L. E. Wiles, BNWL-2121,
September 1976.
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A STUDY OF THE COMPARATIVE COSTS OF FIVE WET/DRY COOLING TOWER
CONCEPTS. F. R. Zaloudek, R. T. Allemann, D. W. Faletti, B. M.
Johnson, H. L. Parry, G. C. Smith, R. D. Tokarz, and R. A. Walter
. BNWL-2122, September 1976.
DRY COOLING OF POWER GENERATING STATIONS: A SUMMARY OF THE
ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF SEVERAL ADVANCED CONCEPTS VIA A DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION STUDY AND A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATE.
B. M. Johnson, R. T. A11emann, D. W. Faletti, B. C. Dryer and F. R.
Zaloudek, BNWL-2120, September 1976.
COSTS AND COST ALGORITHMS FOR DRY COOLING TOWER SYSTEMS. P. A.
Ard, C. H. Henager, D. R. Pratt and L. E. Wiles, BNWL-2123,
September 1976.
A USER1S MANUAL FOR THE BNW-I OPTIMIZATION CODE FOR DRY-COOLED
POWER PLANTS. David J. Braun, Daniel J. Braun, Warren V. DeMier,
D. W. Faletti and L. E. Wiles, BNWL-2180, January 1977.
COMPARATIVE COST STUDY OF FOUR WET/DRY COOLING CONCEPTS THAT USE
AMMONIA AS THE INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGE FLUID. R. D. Tokarz,
Daniel J. Braun, B. M. Johnson, R. T. A11emann, David J. Braun
H. L. Parry, G. C. Smith and F. R. Zaloudek, PNL-2661, September
1978.
AN ENGINEERING AND COST ANALYSIS OF A DRY COOLING SYSTEM AUGMENTED
WITH A THERMAL STORAGE POND. M. K. Drost and R. T. Al1emann,
PNL-2745, September 1978.
Two reports have been issued which consider the future need for any
cooling and the potential benefit/cost ratio of a large-scale demonstration.
AN OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC,LEGAL, AND WATER AVAILABILITY FACTORS
AFFECTING THE DEMAND FOR DRY AND WET/DRY COOLING OF THERMAL POWER
PLANTS. P. L. Hendrickson, BNWL-2268, June 1977.
ESTIMATION OF BENEFITS FROM DEMONSTRATING ADVANCED DRY COOLING
TECHNOLOGY: A FRAMEWORK AND PARTIAL ANALYSIS. J. W. Currie and
T. J. Foley, BNWL-2182, April 1977.
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SUMMARY
The widespread application of dry cooling for waste heat rejection in
thermal power plants could have a major impact on conserving the water
resources of the U.S. Many studies have shown that the dry cooling systems
currently available are not as economical for most power plants as evaporative
cooling systems.
One problem confronting the dry cooled power plants is the mismatched
sizing for many systems because the maximum demand for power (occurring at
maximum ambient temperature) and maximum cooling capacity (occurring at
minimum ambient temperature) are not concurrent. The thermal storage pond
concept can reduce this mismatch. The concept allows water to be cooled
during the night, and stored until needed during the peak demand period, which
would occur in the afternoon. The dry cooling system would consist of an
induced mechanical-draft dry tower and a thermal storage pond. The water
returning from the tower would either go directly to the plant or be diverted
to the thermal storage pond. The pond would be lined, covered, and equipped
with necessary pumps and piping to provide cooling water to the plant when the
pond is in service.
This report describes an engineering and cost study of the capacitive
thermal storage pond added to a state-of-the-art dry cooling system. The
purpose of the study was to assess the potential for reducing the cost of
all-dry cooling for thermal electric power plants using a dry cooling system
that includes a thermal storage pond.
The thermal storage pond concept was chosen for study because earlier
research(l) had shown that the approach could substantially reduce the
incremental cost of dry cooling. However, little effort has been made to
include the concept into the site design of any dry-cooled plant or even into
any large-scale design study. The objective of the work reported here was to
determine whether thermal storage ponds should be included into the plans for
future dry-cooled plants.
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In this study the concept was investigated by modifying the existing
BNW-I computer code, (2,3) used for optimizing dry cooling tower designs.
The modified code was used to optimize a thermal storage pond dry cooling
system.
Using the modified BNW-I computer code, the effect of varying significant
design parameters was investigated. The parametric study included studying
the effects of varying turbine type, pond size~ replacement energy costing,
capacity penalty methodology, pond location with respect to the dry cooling
tower, design temperature and site location (meteorology).
Incremental power production costs for dry cooling (i.e. the portion of
the cost of bus-bar electricity from the plant which is attributable to the
cost of building and operating the heat rejection system) with a thermal
storage pond system were determined for meteorologies of both Wyodak, Wyoming
and Phoenix, Arizona. For Wyodak the incremental cost of dry cooling with a
thermal storage pond was 2.81 mills/kWh as compared to 2.55 mills/kWh for a
system without a thermal storage pond. For Phoenix the incremental cost of
dry cooling with a thermal storage pond was 3.66 mills/kWh as compared to 4.31
mills/kWh for a system without a thermal storage pond.
The results indicate that the thermal storage pond concept will not
decrease the incremental cost of dry cooling for a site with meteorology
similar to Wyodak, Wyoming. The thermal storage pond concept does result in
an estimated 15% reduction in incremental cost for a site with meteorology
similar to Phoenix, assuming the plants are equipped with modified
conventional turbines. If both plants are equipped with high back pressure
turbines, then the thermal storage pond concept has no cost advantage.
The parametric study indicates that the high back pressure turbine
results in the lowest cost cooling system for all cases considered. This
would change if the high back pressure turbine were substantially more
expensive than the other turbine types.
The results appear to be insensitive to several different methodologies
of calculating replacement energy. However, the results appear to be quite
sensitive to the method of evaluating capacity penalty and to site
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meteorology. In general, the thermal storage pond concept trades off the
capacity penalty versus the capital cost of the pond. Because both
meteorology and the method of evaluating capacity penalty affect the capacity
penalty, it is reasonable that they should have the greatest effect on the
results. The sensitivity of the results to the method of evaluating capacity
penalty is disturbing because there is no single accepted method of evaluating
capacity penalty. The results are also quite sensitive to the assumed pond
layout. The assumed pond layout can result in a 5% reduction in incremental
cooling costs for the lowest cost layout, as compared to the base case layout
where the pond is located 600 feet from the dry cooling tower.
If the use of a modified conventional turbine with the dry-cooled system
is stipulated in order to stay with proven technology for large turbines, then
results of this study show that in extremely hot climates the thermal storage
pond can reduce the cost of dry cooling. This is particularly true if site
conditions allow locating the pond close to the cooling tower. In more
moderate climates it appears that the thermal storage pond concept does not
reduce the cost of dry cooling. If no cost penalty is assigned to high back
pressure turbines and it can be used, then the thermal storage pond has no
advantage in hot climates. However, collateral use of the pond for makeup or
emergency cooling water storage may decrease the cost.
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AN ENGINEERING AND COST ANALYSIS OF A DRY COOLING
SYSTEM AUGMENTED WITH A THERMAL STORAGE POND

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The study described in this report was performed as part of the U.S.
Department of Energy's Dry Cooling Enhancement Program at the Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL). The objective of the study was to determine the
potential for reducing the high cost~ssociated with all-dry cooling of steam
electric power plants by uSing capacitive thermal storage ponds.
1.1 SCOPE
This report documents the engineering and cost analysis of an all-dry
cooling system operating in conjunction with a thermal storage pond. The
all-dry cooling system is assumed to be a state-of-the-art system using metal
finned tubes. The thermal storage pond is included to provide energy storage
that allows more efficient plant operation throughout the daily ambient
temperature cycle.
Two types of thermal storage ponds have been proposed, a covered pond and
an uncovered pond. The uncovered pond has the added effect of heat rejection
(by evaporation) from the surface and heat absorbtion (by radiation and
conduction) to the surface. In this study only covered ponds were considered
because an uncovered pond is no longer an all dry system but must now be
considered a dry/wet system. The storage pond will undergo an additional
diurnal change in heat content because of interaction with the surroundings
(i.e., sun and atmosphere) and will function in a manner similar to a
conventional cooling pond in series to a dry tower. Thus the cost
effectiveness of an uncovered pond must be compared with a logical alternative
approach to dry/wet cooling, e.g., an evaporative cooling tower in conjunction
with dry cooling. A further parallel may be drawn with the comparative

cost-effectiveness of cooling ponds and evaporative towers in conventional
cooling (evaporative) systems. Since the relative advantage of cooling towers
vis-a-vis cooling ponds is very site dependent, the decision was made to
exclude the consideration of uncovered thermal storage ponds from this study.
This decision seems further justified by the studies in Reference 1 which
indicate that uncovered ponds do not substantially increase the effectiveness
of the thermal storage pond performance, despite the consumption (evaporation)
of water.
To allow a meaningful comparison with other proposed all-dry cooling
systems, this study used the same assumptions and design base as those
documented in Reference 1. These are described in Section 2. The methodology
and its justification are presented in Section 3; the cooling system design
base is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results of parametric
studies of the combined all-dry cooling system operating in conjunction with a
thermal storage pond. The conclusions appear in Section 6.
1.2 BACKGROUND
The increased competition for existing water supplies has led to an
increased interest in the use of dry cooling towers for steam power plant
cooling. This is particularly important in the arid West and Southwest where
water is sufficiently scarce that power plants with dry cooling towers have
been built.
The primary problem associated with the use of dry cooling towers for
power plants is the severe economic penalties associated with the unavoidably
higher heat rejection temperature in warm weather than with an equivalent wet
cooling tower. These higher heat rejection temperatures not only increase the
plant heat rate, making power more costly, but also may require reducing plant
output on hot summer days when U.S. power demands are likely to be highest.
This loss of capacity would have to be compensated for by the availability of
excess capacities in the plant or in the utility's system, or through the
purchase of power.
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Because of these economic penalties associated with dry cooling towers
there are strong incentives to develop systems that reduce the cost of using
dry cooling towers. Several methods are currently being investigated at PNL.
These include advanced dry cooling systems and wet augmentation of dry
systems. In this study an alternate method of improving dry cooling tower
performance is considered, that of adding a capacitive thermal storage pond to
the dry cooling system.
One problem inherent with an all-dry cooling system is that the maximum
demand for heat rejection may occur during the hottest period of the day when
a dry cooling tower's heat rejection capacity is the lowest. Conversely, the
dry cooling tower has its greatest heat rejection capacity during the cool
nights when the heat rejection capacity is probably not required. The thermal
storage pond has been proposed as a method of utilizing the peak in cooling
capacity during the peak in heat rejection demand. During the cool evening
the thermal storage pond would be filled with relatively cool water from the
cooling tower. This water would be used during the hot part of the following
day to allow more efficient heat rejection from the steam plant during the
period of peak heat rejection.
It has been suggested in Reference 1 that a thermal storage pond will
reduce the cost of dry cooling by increasing the plant capacity during hot
weather, therefore reducing the cost of replacement capacity and power. To
meaningfully evaluate this suggestion, the incremental cost of an optimized
dry cooling system with a thermal storage pond must be compared to the
incremental cost of an optimized dry cooling system without a thermal storage
pond. In this study the incremental cost of a dry cooling system with a
thermal storage pond was determined using the same assumptions and costs as
used in Reference 2. This facilitated comparing the cost associated with the
thermal storage pond with other all-dry cooling concepts already designed and
costed in Reference 2.
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1.3 DOE/PNL DRY COOLING ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
The objective of the U.S. Department of Energy/Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (DOE/PNL) Dry Cooling Enhancement Program is to develop,
demonstrate and disseminate to potential users dry and wet/dry cooling tower
technology, which can be applied to conserve scarce water resources, increase
power plant siting flexibility and result in a minimum degradation of power
plant operation during yearly operation.
As planned, the Dry Cooling Enhancement (DCE) Program was divided into
six separate tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task

1
2
3
4
5
6

Program planning and management
Role of dry cooling in meeting national energy needs
Cooperative testing and evaluation of dry cooling
Analysis and design assessment of new dry cooling ideas
Development of unique design features
Planning and commercialization.

This report presents work performed under Task 4. The objective of this
task is to provide critical appraisals of new technology or design concepts.
Continuing appraisals, similar to the one reported here, will be performed
through analytic evaluation, design studies and economic evaluation to
normalize and compare claims of costs and performance of competing concepts.
The results of this task will be used to identify the most advantageous
concepts for further development and demonstration under Task 6 of this
program.
1.4 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The methods associated with optimizing and costing a dry cooling system
"have been discussed in Reference 2 and will not be considered here because
this study was undertaken to determine the effect of adding a thermal storage
pond to a dry cooling system.
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When considering the thermal storage pond concept, the trade-off between
the higher capital and operating costs associated with the thermal storage
pond, and the savings in capacity and energy costs resulting from improvement
in plant performance during hot weather are primary concerns. Problems exist
in the evaluation of each component of the trade-off. The capital cost of the
pond is influenced by site-specific factors, preventing a generally
applicable, accurate cost estimate. Further, the capacity and energy savings
are decisively influenced by ambient conditions and the method of determining
capacity and energy savings.
The capital cost of the thermal storage pond will depend on pond location
with respect to the power plant. The location will determine the length of
piping runs to the pond, pump size and parasitic pumping power. The location
will in turn be dependent on the plant site arrangement and local topography.
Without a specific site and plant layout the capital cost estimate must be
based on assumptions concerning local conditions. Ever-changing costs of
equipment, labor, materials, and interest, as well as changing inflation
rates, only add to the difficulties, and a common basis must be sought.
The capacity and energy savings resulting from adding a thermal storage
pond to an all-dry cooling system depend on ambient conditions and the method
of determining capacity and energy savings. The daily temperature cycle is
required for determining cooling tower performance and the effect of the pond
on plant performance. Because the ambient conditions are site-specific and
vary from year to year, the selection of representative weather data is
important.
Probably the most significant problem in estimating the capacity and
energy savings associated with the thermal storage pond is the method of
determining the loss of capacity during hot periods and the cost of
replacement energy. The power plant lost capacity could be based for the
hottest single hour, or some average of the hottest hours. The hottest hour
could be determined from one, or several, years' data. In each case the
method can radically change the calculated peak loss of capacity by the power
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plant. In addition, the cost of replacement energy can be estimated either as
constant regardless of time of day, or as variable over the day with the
highest cost occurring during the peak demand periods. Because the thermal
storage pond reduces replacement energy during peak periods while increasing
replacement energy during nonpeak periods, the second method is more favorable
to the thermal storage pond concept.
The asswned solutions to these problems will be discussed in Sections 2.0
and 3.0. However, it should be remembered that the effects of a thermal
storage pond are extremely site-specific; the results of this study must be
considered in that light. Knowledge of the fundamental economics of the
capacitive pond concept was sought in this research to see if it should be
studied in detail for sites under consideration for dry cooling.
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2.0 DESIGN BASE FOR DRY-COOLED PLANT WITH THERMAL STORAGE POND
This section describes the design for a dry-cooled plant with a thermal
storage pond. This design was used as the basis for the parametric studies
documented in this report.

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND SITE ARRANGEMENT
The heat rejection system of a power plant with dry cooling and a thermal
storage pond can be viewed as consisting of three components:
• the condenser where waste heat is removed from the power plant working
fluid
• the dry cooling tower where the waste heat is rejected to the atmosphere
• the thermal storage pond.
In a conventional dry cooling system, the circulating water enters the
condenser and removes the waste heat from the power plant working fluid. The
circulating water is heated in the process and the waste heat is finally
rejected to the atmosphere in a water-to-air heat exchanger, the dry cooling
tower. As the ambient temperature increases, the temperature of the
circulating water entering the dry cooling tower must also increase to reject
the same amount of waste heat to the atmosphere. As the circulating water
temperature increases, the temperature of the working fluid (steam) in the
condenser increases, in turn, this raises the back pressure on the turbine,
consequently reducing plant output. Hence, when the ambient temperature
increases, the plant output decreases.
In most of the United States the peak demand for power represents air
conditioning load and occurs during the hotter times of the day; the minimum
load occurs during the coolest time of the day (in the summer). Therefore,
the peak demand for power and the peak plant generation are out of phase. The
thermal storage pond is a method of increasing plant output during the hotter
times of the day by utilizing the excess c06l~ng capacity that exists during
the cooler time of the day.
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A combined dry cooling system and thermal storage pond would operate in
three modes: a cool down, a heatup, and a pond-out-of-service mode. In a
normal day the pond would be out of service but containing cool water until
the projected peak demand period, during which the pond would be in service.
Cool water from the pond would be supplied to the condenser, which would
decrease back pressure and increase plant output. The heated water from the
pond would then go to the dry cooling tower where it would be cooled.
However, because of the high ambient temperature, the water could not be
cooled to its original temperature and would be returned to the pond
relatively hot. When all the cool water was removed from the pond, the pond
would be taken out of service and the hot water would be stored until night.
At night the pond would again be put in service to supply water to the
condenser but the dry cooling tower would have excess capacity so that the
pond water would be cooled and returned to the pond to provide the plant with
cool water during the succeeding day.
From this description of the thermal storage pond operating cycle, it is
apparent that the thermal storage pond system will consist of four main
components: the supply piping from the dry cooling tower to the thermal
storage pond, the pond, the pumping plant to return the circulating water from
the pond to the condenser, and the return piping. Figure 1 presents a
schematic of the thermal storage pond system.
Because the costs associated with each component are influenced by the
location of the thermal storage pond in relation to the power plant condenser
and the dry cooling tower, the assumed plant site layout is of some
importance. The plant is assumed to have a site layout similar to that used
in multiple-unit, coal-fired power plants. As shown in Figure 2, the land in
front of the plant is occupied by the switchyard. Pollution control equipment
-and coal storage are located behind the plant. This requires that the cooling
towers and thermal storage pond be located to the side of the plant. Assuming
an arrangement similar to that used in Reference 2, the dry cooling tower
installation is located 500 ft from the side of the plant.
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PLANT
COOLING TOWER
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HEATUP MODE (13:00 TO 16:00)
1) VALVE 1 CLOSED, 2 AND 3 OPEN
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RETURNED TO POND

FIGURE 1. Thermal Storage Pond Concept
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The location of the thermal storage pond is also dependent on
site-specific factors, particularly topography, meteorology and site layout.
For this study the cooling pond is assumed to be located 600 ft downwind from
the cooling towers. The distance between the cooling towers and the thermal
storage pond is equivalent to three cooling tower diameters and was chosen to
prevent the cooling pond from interfering with the performance of the dry
cooling towers.
An alternative arrangement was considered, in which the pond was located
next to the dry cooling tower pumping plant. This would reduce the cost of
supply and return piping and might allow the use of the dry cooling tower
circulating water pumps for both the dry cooling towers and the thermal
storage pond. This arrangement was rejected for the base case because it was
felt that site-specific factors would dictate the arrangement and it could not
be assumed that the necessary land would be available, with suitable
topography, for constructing a 50-acre pond, which would also be adjacent to
the cooling tower. In addition, the thermal plume from the thermal storage
pond could interfere with the performance of the dry cooling tower. This
would be particularly true of an uncovered pond. The rule of thumb for
cooling tower location is that three cooling tower diameters should separate
each cooling tower to prevent interference. This approach was used in
determining the spacing between the dry cooling tower and the thermal storage
pond.
Because the arrangement of the cooling system components affects the
economics of the thermal storage pond, it was chosen as one of the parameters
to be studied in the parametric study of the thermal storage pond.
Particularly, the lowest cost case, where the pond would be located adjacent
to the dry cooling towers, was studied. The results are presented in Section
5.0.
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2.2 THERMAL STORAGE POND
The thermal storage pond must have sufficient volume to provide the
desired cooling capacity. In addition the pond must have hydrothermal
characteristics which are not common to other storage ponds. The hydrothermal
characteristics will determine the pond shape and the location of inlet
structures and barriers. Finally, the requirement for an all-dry cooling
system means that the pond must be both lined and covered. Each component of
the pond design will now be discussed.
2.2.1 Hydrothermal Characteristics
The ideal pond would be designed so that, during the heatup and cooldown
modes, the incoming water would not mix with the water already in the pond.
This situation is designated "plug flow" and can potentially be realized
because of the temperature difference between the incoming water and the water
in the pond. The actual design of a plug flow thermal storage pond must
encourage plug flow and prevent thermal short-circuiting of the pond, which
would effectively reduce the pond storage capacity.
Guyer(l) has modeled thermal storage pond performance and suggests that
the optimal plug flow pond would have a depth of 15 ft and a width of 218 ft,
with the length determined by the desired storage capacity of the pond. To
maintain plug flow, the pond must be equipped with eight horizontal barriers,
each occupying one-half the cross-sectional area of the pond. The optimal
number of barriers appears to be independent of pond length •. Using these
design requirements Guyer predicts that the effective storage capacity of the
thermal storage pond would be 89% of actual pond capacity.
The model thermal storage pond used in this study differs from Guyer's
pond design in two aspects. First, because the model pond will be constructed
·of lined earth rather than concrete (to minimize cost), the cross section will
be different from that in Guyer's pond (Figure 3). The sides of the pond are
assumed to have a 1:1 slope. This cross section produces a liner area and a
cover area slightly different from those used by Guyer.
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218 1

FIGURE 3.

Pond Cross Section

The second variation in the model pond results from the pond being
doubled back in a U shape rather than straight as Guyer suggests. The piping
requirements of the straight pond were excessive and the U-shaped pond
produced a substantial reduction in capital cost. Because the U-shaped pond
has not been model tested, there is no assurance that it will perform the same
as a straight pond. However, in the absence of model test data it was assumed
that the effective storage capacity of the U-shaped pond would also be 89% of
actual pond capacity.
2.2.2

Inlet Structure and Barriers

The pond inlet structure is designed to produce a near-constant velocity
profile from the top to the bottom of the pond, necessary to produce the
desired plug flow. The inlet structure is assumed to consist of a concrete
plenum with numerous penetrations in the pond side wall to allow proper
. distribution of the inlet water (see Figure 4).
The barriers consist of segmented reinforced concrete walls. The
barriers occupy one-half the flow area of the pond; eight are evenly spaced
along the pond length.
2.2.3 Cover and Lining
Because the primary advantage of a dry cooling system over other types of
cooling is reduced water usage, it was felt that the water loss from the
thermal storage pond must be reduced to a minimal level. The two primary
mechanisms for water loss from a pond are seepage and evaporation; therefore
the thermal storage pond must be lined and covered.
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Inlet Structure

Guyer(1) has surveyed potential pond lining material and recommends
that a suitable pond liner for a thermal storage pond would be a synthetic
butyl-rubber such as the DuPont Co. product Hypa10n. Hypa10n has a projected
life of 40 years and is suitable for use at the pond operating temperature.
Based
pond cover
IRoof10at"
40 years.
considered

on his review of current cover technology, Guyer also recommends a
system consisting of a floating flexible cover such as the patented
system. The cover is made of Hypa10n and has a projected 1ife of
In this study the Hypa10n liner and floating flexible cover will be
as the base case.

2.3 PIPING SYSTEM
The thermal storage pond piping system consists of three components: the
supply piping, the pumping plant, and the return piping. To .have a valid
comparison with the previous dry cooling study, (2) all piping and pumping
plant design characteristics of the thermal storage pond system were assumed
·to be the same as those used in Reference 2. A conceptual piping layout is
shown in Figure 5.
2.3.1 Pond Supply Piping
The thermal storage pond supply piping includes the pipe and fittings
from the cooling tower main circulation return piping to the inlet structure
of the thermal storage pond. The piping is assumed to be steel pipe, entirely
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Conceptual Piping Layout
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underground. Appropriate ells, tees, and flanges are included, as is the
motor-operated butterfly valve in the supply piping.
2.3.2 Pond Return Piping
The thermal storage pond return piping includes the pipe and fittings
from the discharge of the thermal storage pond pumping plant to the cooling
tower main circulation return piping. The piping is assumed to be steel pipe,
entirely underground. Appropriate ells, tees, and flanges are included but
the motor-operated butterfly valves are not included because they are part of
the thermal storage pond pumping plant.
2.3.3 Pond Pumping Plant
The thermal storage pond pumping plant is located at the discharge end of
the pond. It is assumed to be 50 ft in length from the inlet of the pump bay
to the pumping plant discharge. Two vertical pumps provide the required
capacity. At the outlet of each pump is a motor-operated valve and an
expansion joint. Other appropriate piping and fittings are included in the
pump station. No auxiliary pumping capacity is provided.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
This section describes the methodology used in the analysis of the
thermal storage pond concept. Detailed descriptions of the pond capital cost
model and annual performance model are included.
3.1 COMPUTER PROGRAM
The method for determining the economic viability of a dry cooling system
with a thermal storage pond involved optimizing the dry cooling system with
respect to incremental power cost and comparing this to the incremental power
cost of an optimized dry cooling system without a thermal storage pond.
Several dry cooling concepts have been optimized in earlier studies(2)
using BNW-I, a Pacific Northwest Laboratory-developed computer program. The
performance and cost characteristics of the thermal storage pond were added to
the existing computer program for this study. This method has several
benefits. First, a meaningful comparison among dry cooling concepts can be
made because the same optimization and costing techniques will be used.
Second, BNW-I included a more sophisticated simulation of the dry cooling
system than is available in other thermal storage pond simulations.
BNW-I, discussed in detail in References 2, 3, and 4, will be briefly
described there. The computer program consists of equations describing costs
as a function of design and operating parameters, and physical models
describing the interaction between the physical design and operating
parameters. In addition, the program contains an optimization technique to
determine which combination of internal dependent parameters results in the
minimum incremental power production cost associated with dry cooling. For
this study, BNW-I was modified by adding equations describing the costs of a
thermal storage pond as functions of pond design and operating parameters. In
addition the physical model describing the effect of the thermal storage pond
on plant operations was included. Using the subroutines and parameters,
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the m.odified program optimization technique identifies the combined dry
cooling tower/thermal storage pond system having the minimum incremental power
production cost.
In Section 3.2, the pond design and cost model will be discussed.
Section 3.3 describes the pond performance model. In all cases only the
models related to the thermal storage pond will be discussed. See References
2, 3, and 4 for detailed discussions of the other aspects of BNW-I.
3.2

POND DESIGN MODEL

The pond design model consists of algorithms for sizing the thermal
storage pond, the supply piping, the pond pumping plant and the return
piping. The sizing is done by subroutine TSPDC, using assumed design
conditions and variables calculated in BNW-I.
Using the design velocity, circulating water flow rate and water density
calculated in BNW-I, TSPDC determines the required diameter of supply and
return piping. It is assumed that pipe is available in size increments of 6
in. The next incremental pipe diameter, larger than the calculated pipe
diameter, is selected as the supply and return piping diameter.
BNW-I contains cost data on piping and fittings as a function of system
pressure, either 50 psi, 75 psi or 125 psi. The cost data, developed in
Reference 5, are for steel pipe. All costs are in 1976 dollars. To assure
that consistent costing techniques were used in both the conventional dry
cooling and the thermal storage pond dry cooling study, the same piping cost
data are used to estimate the supply and return piping cost.
The supply piping is assumed to consist of the underground steel supply
piping, one motor-operated butterfly valve, one tee, one ell, and two
-flanges. The length of the supply piping is an externally specified
variable. For the base case the supply piping is assumed to be 1100 ft long.
The return piping is assumed to include the underground return piping,
one tee, one ell and two flanges. The length of the return piping is an
externally specified variable. For the base case the supply piping is assumed
to be 1300 ft long.
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Thermal storage pond size is determined by the desired storage capacity.
The storage capacity is defined as the length of time (hours) of pond
operation. Because the pond supplies all of the circulating water while it is
in service, the required ideal pond volume is the product of the circulating
water flow rate (in lbm/hr) and the storage capacity (in hr), divided by the
density of water. The actual pond volume required to provide the specified
storage capacity is larger than the ideal pond volume because of nonideal plug
flow in the pond. To represent this effect the ideal pond volume is divided
by the pond recovery efficiency. Based on model testing, (1) the recovery
efficiency is assumed to be 89%. The pond cover area and liner area are
calculated from the pond cross-section shape, discussed in Section 2.2.1.
The capital cost of the thermal storage pond is given by
Pond capital cost

=

+
+

+

+

(pond volume x excavation cost)
(cover area x cover cost)
(liner area x liner cost)
(no. of barriers x barrier cost)
inlet structure cost. '

The excavation cost was taken from BNW-I and a value of $3.75/yd 3 was
used (1976 dollars). The costs of the liner and cover were taken from
Guyer(l) and escalated in 1976 dollars where necessary. An escalation rate
of 9% per year was used. A liner cost of $0.75 per ft2 and a cover cost of
$2.00 per ft2 were used in this study.
The barrier cost was estimated by calculating the excavation required by
each barrier and then determining the volume of concrete and weight of rebar
required by each barrier. The cost of excavation was assumed to be $3.75 per
yd 3• The concrete was assumed to cost $60.2 per yd 3 and the rebar was
assumed to cost $1172 per ton. All costs were taken from the BNW-I code. The
cost of one barrier was estimated to be $13,500 (1976 dollars).
Inlet structure cost was estimated in a similar manner. The excavation
and backfill were estimated from the volume of the structure. The volume of
concrete was estimated from the volume of the inlet structure walls. The
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estimated rebar requirement was 0.0765 tons per yd 3 of concrete. The flow
dispersing jets in the pond side wall were assumed to be 12-in. diameter
concrete pipe mounted in the wall. All cost data from BNW-I include
appropriate contractor overhead and profit.
The pumping plant cost was assumed to be the sum of the pump, the pumping
plant piping, and the electrical costs. The cost of each component was
estimated from an empirical. equation relating cost to component operating
conditions. These equations were developed for BNW-I and are discussed in
Reference 5. The costs are in 1976 dollars.
The pumping plant parasitic energy use was estimated by calculating the
pressure drop in the return piping and then calculating the horsepower
necessary to pump the required flow rate, assuming a pump efficiency of 70%.
3.3 ANNUAL COST AND PERFORMANCE MODEL
A dry cooling system with a thermal storage pond can operate in three
modes: with the pond out of service, with the pond in service during the
heatup mode, and with the pond in service during the cooldown mode. For
determining plant performance and the incremental cost, the heatup and
coo1down modes can be combined. Yearly operation can then be divided into two
classes: the time period when the pond is in service and the time period when
the pond is not in service. The algorithms to be used for each mode of
operation will be discussed below.
The annual cost and performance models use a cumulative annual
temperature profile and, particularly for this study, a profile was needed for
the fraction of the year when the pond is out of service. This profile was
developed by analyzing hourly temperature data for one year. Each hour was
·classified as "pond in service" or "pond out of service." Based on this
classification, the temperature for the hour was included either in the
cumulative annual temperature profile for the fraction of the year when the
pond is in service or in the temperature profile for the fraction of the year
when the pond is out of service.
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When sizing the pond, a storage capacity in hours of operation was
specified. This is also the length of time that the pond is in service during
either the heatup or cooldown mode. The daily temperature data were examined
and the warmest period of hours was classified as the heatup mode; the coolest
period of hours was classified as the cooldown mode. The warmup and cool down
modes were equal in length.
To include an houris temperature in the "pond in service" cumulative
temperature profile, a second criterion was also defined. During cold weather
if the ambient temperature does not exceed the design ambient temperature (the
highest ambient temperature at which the plant can produce its rated output)
then nothing is gained by having the pond in service. In this case operating
the pond would only increase parasitic pumping power without any corresponding
improvement in plant performance. Therefore the second criterion is that the
pond is not operated when the daily high temperature does not exceed the
design temperature. In summation, an houris temperature is included in the
"pond in service" cumulative temperature profile if the hour occurs during the
warmup or coo1down mode and if the high daily temperature exceeds the plant
design temperature.
The BNW-I subroutine NOVART calculates the performance parameters of the
plant and dry cooling tower over the yearly temperature profile. These, in
turn, are used to calculate the incremental power production costs of the dry
cooling plant. NOVART is called for each set of independent parameters, and
the resulting incremental cost is the criterion used by the optimization
routines. The performance of the power plant and dry cooling tower is
determined as a function of the yearly temperature profile for the "pond in
service" and "pond out of service". Because the analyses of the "pond in
service" and "pond out of service" are different, they will be discussed
separately.
3.3.1

"Pond Out of Service" Model

The model and algorithm for analyzing the "pond out of service" mode were
discussed in Reference 3; only an abbreviated description will be included
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here. The algorithm for determining the incremental cost and plant
performance with the pond out of service consists of calculations of the
following variables performed in order.
1.

Thermal efficiency of the turbine at the plant design point.

2.

Thermal efficiency of the turbine at the rated back pressure.

3.

Exit temperature of the steam turbine as a function of the ambient air
temperature.

4.

Total power output of the steam turbine for the particular ambient air
temperature.

5.

Power output of the plant to the electrical power transmission network
for the particular ambient air temperature.

6.

The difference between the power output of the plant and its rated power
is determined and the cost of fuel for the gas turbine makeup power is
calculated for the particular ambient air temperature.

7.

Incremental cost of fuel for the steam supply system due to the steam
turbine operating at off-design conditions.

8.

Capital cost of the gas turbine used for makeup power, based on the plant
performance during the hottest increment of the temperature profile.

9.

Incremental cost of producing power at the particular ambient air
temperature.

3.3.2

"Pond In Service" Model

Two methods of determining annual performance were considered in this
study. The first method consists of calculating the plant and cooling tower
performance on an hour-by-hour basis, then calculating an annual incremental
power cost. The second method (actually used) is similar to that used in
determining the plant performance with the pond out of service. A psuedo or
transformed cumulative temperature curve was developed that included the
ambient temperature during both the pond warmup and cooldown modes. The
cumulative temperature curve was divided into increments, each of which would
be analyzed.
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The hour-by-hour method avoids the assumptions necessary in developing a
cumulative temperature curve, but has the disadvantage of requiring large
amounts of computation time. In addition, this method assumes that one year's
weather data are representative of the weather the plant will experience
during its 30-year life. The addition accuracy of the hour-by-hour method
only influences the calculation of the energy penalty. As Chapter 5 will
show, the energy penalty is a relatively minor component of the incremental
cost. It appears that a less sophisticated method of determining the energy
penalty will not significantly influence the study results.
Because BNW-I already uses the cumulative temperature approach it was
decided that this method would be used in simulating the thermal storage pond
and dry cooling system. Using a cumulative temperature profile in simulating
the thermal storage pond assumes that the daily temperature can be modeled as
a periodic function with a relatively constant amplitude over a few periods.
In this situation the thermal storage pond high temperature (temperature at
the end of the heatup mode) and the pond low temperature (temperature at the
end of the cool down mode) can be determined.
Once the psuedo or transformed cumulative temperature profile was
developed it was divided into increments. It was assumed that the high
ambient temperature (temperature during heatup mode) and the low ambient
temperature (temperature during cool down mode) are constant throughout the
increment at some mean value for each, as shown in Figure 6.
3.3.2.1

Plant Performance Model

From a heat balance on the plant and cooling tower system (Figure 7) it
is obvious that
for heatup mode, Qin

=

for cooldown mode, Qin

QDCT H + WH + QSTORE

(1)

= QDCT L

(2)
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Plant Heat Balance

The dry cooling tower performance can be expressed as heat exchanger
effectiveness:
(3)

(4)

The inlet temperature to the dry cooling tower is related to the temperature
of the pond water and the heat rejected by the power plant in the condenser.
T;n(H)

=

TpondL + QREJECT/(MFR)(C p)

(5)

Tin(L)

=

TpondH + QREJECT/(MFR)(C p)

(6)
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Substituting Equations (3) through (6) into Equations (1) and (2) yields
MC p (T pondH - T
) -- Qin - EC min (T L + (MFR)
QREJECT
pondL
(C p) - TambH ) - WH

(7)

Equations (7) and (8) can be solved iteratively to find the pond high and
low temperature and the output during the heat up and cooldown modes.
3.3.2.2 Plant Performance Algorithm
The computer code determines the plant performance in the following
sequence:
1.

A pond low temperature is assumed.

2.

Using the pond low temperature as the condenser inlet temperature, the
turbine efficiency is calculated for the heatup mode.

3.

Using the turbine efficiency, the amount of heat rejected in the
condenser is calculated for the heatup mode and the circulating water
exit temperature is calculated.

4.

Using Equation (8), the pond high temperature is found.

5.

Using the pond high temperature as the condenser inlet temperature, the
turbine efficiency is calculated for the cooldown mode.

6.

Using the turbine efficiency, the amount of heat rejected in the
condenser is calculated for the heatup mode and the circulating water
exit temperature is calculated.

7.

Using Equation (7), the pond low temperature is found"

8.

The calculated pond low temperature is compared to the assumed pond low
temperature if they have not converged; a new value is assumed for the
pond low temperature and the process is repeated. If the pond low
temperatures have converged, the code continues to the incremental cost
model.
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3.3.2.3

Incremental Cost Model

The incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage pond includes
the capital items listed below:
• cooling system equipment and installation costs (including indirect costs
such as profit, overhead and engineering)
•

thermal storage pond equipment and installation costs (including indirect
costs such as profit, overhead and engineering)

•

increased steam supply system cost

• change in plant costs due to difference between the turbine rated back
pressure and the turbine design back pressure
• gas turbine capital cost.
The incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage pond includes
three fuel costs:
•

increased base plant fuel required for producing power for the pumps and
fans

•

difference in the amount of base plant fuel required for the dry-cooled
plant versus that of the reference plant operating at 3.5 in. Hg back
pressure

• gas turbine fuel.
Operation and maintenance costs are calculated as a percentage of the cooling
system capital cost. As with BNW-I, no operating and maintenance costs are
applied to the gas turbine. Items and related costs not included within these
codes would include the cover gas system, the cooling system instrumentation
costs and the cooling loop water treatment costs.
The incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage pond is
expressed in mills/kWh and given by
C = FCR (capital costs) + Fuel Costs + OM
CF x 24 x 365 x 1000 x P
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(9)

where
FCR
OM
CF
P

is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the

fixed charge rate
operation and maintenance cost
capacity factor
power output.

All costs ~e in January 1976 dollars. Interest during construction and
inflation prior to or during construction are not considered. Effects of the
dry cooling system construction schedule and their impact on the balance of
plant construction schedule are also not considered. The uncertainty involved
in defining these items appears to outweigh any additional understanding
obtained by their inclusion. Because the study is a comparative one, all
options will be similarly affected.
3.3.2.4 Incremental Cost Algorithm
When the plant performance algorithm for a given temperature increment is
completed, the subroutine NOVART executes the cost algorithm, consisting of
the following steps:
1.

Using the plant power generation calculated in the performance algorithm
and taking into account the parasitic power consumption of the dry
cooling system, the plant power output to the electrical power
transmission network is calculated for the given ambient air temperature
range.

2.

The difference between plant rated size and actual power generation is
calculated and the cost of fuel for the gas turbine makeup power is
determined for the particular ambient air temperature range.

3.

The incremental cost of fuel for the steam supply system due to turbine
operation at off-design conditions is calculated for the particular
ambient temperature range.

4.

Using Equation (9), the incremental cost of producing power is calculated
for the particular ambient temperature range.

To determine the incremental cost for the complete year simulated by the
cumulative temperature curve, the incremental cost for each ambient
temperature range is multiplied by the fraction of the year for which the
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ambient temperature range is valid. The resulting numbers are summed for both
"pond in service" and "pond out of service", giving the total annual
incremental cost of the dry cooling system.
3.3.3

Discussion of Model

The thermal storage pond influences the incremental cost of dry cooling
in two ways. The capital cost of the thermal storage pond system increases
the incremental cost of dry cooling while the reduction in the plant power
generation penalty during peak temperatures tends to decrease the incremental
cost of dry cooling by reducing the capital cost and fuel cost of the
replacement gas turbine. Obviously the method of determining the capacity
penalty (gas turbine capital cost) and energy penalty (gas turbine fuel cost)
is important to the overall analysis of the dry cooling system economics.
In BNW-I the capacity penalty is based on the difference between the
rated plant output and plant output during the average temperature for the
hottest increment on the cumulative temperature curve. The hottest increment
consisted of 0.15% of the temperature curve; i.e., the capacity penalty was
based on the hottest 13 hours of the year. This method is reasonably close to
that used in Reference 1, in which the maximum temperature of the 10 hottest
days was used. This assumption should be considered when evaluating the
results of this study. For example, a real utility may not feel that basing
its reserve capacity on an average maximum temperature for 1 year's weather
data is sufficiently conservative, particularly when the utility must meet its
generation demand not only for just the hottest period of 1 year but for the
hottest period that the plant will see in its 30-year life.
The capacity penalty is also influenced by how the thermal storage pond
is used. In this study the pond is assumed to operate on a fixed daily
cycle. For a pond with a 3-hour storage capacity, the heatup mode might last
from 14:00 to 17:00 and the cooldown mode from 2:00 to 5:00. In this case the
maximum reduction in plant output would occur just before and just after the
pond began the heatup mode (see Figure 8).
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Plant Generation Profile with Pond on Fixed Daily Cycle

A second approach would be to bleed in the pond water and mix it with the
return circulating water from the cooling tower. In theory, this would
produce a plant generation profile similar to that shown in Figure 9. The
elimination of the spikes that occur in the fixed cycle mode would tend to
reduce the capacity penalty. This approach was rejected because of the
difficulty in predicting ambient temperature. Without prior knowledge of the
daily temperature profile, the rate of mixing pond water with cooling tower
water cannot be determined. The cool water from the pond would possibly be
used before the peak power reduction has been reached, producing the results
shown in Figure 10.
The method of determining the energy penalty is also of some importance.
In BNW-I, all replacement power is assumed to be provided by gas turbines; the
energy penalty is based on the cost of gas turbine fuel. In general, the
utility's cost for replacement power will depend on the time of day in which
the power is required. During the peak demand period, replacement power would
probably be provided by the expensive gas turbines; during off-peak hours, the
replacement power may be provided by less expensive combined cycle or
coal-fired intermediate-load plants. Because the thermal storage pond
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increased the plant output during peak demand periods but reduced plant output
during off-peak periods, using the same charge for replacement energy
penalizes the thermal storage pond concept.
For the baseline case the method used in BNW-I for determining
replacement power cost was used. This allowed a valid comparison between the
previous results and this study. As part of the parametric study a case was
considered where the replacement power required in off-peak hours was
considered to cost 10 mills/kWh as compared to a peak power cost of 24
mi 11 s/kWh.
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4.0 COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN BASES
The general design bases and limitations used in this study are the same
as those used in Reference 2. They will be described in this section.
4.1 GENERAL DESIGN BASIS
The primary purpose of this study was to compare a dry cooling system
that included a thermal storage pond with three other cooling concepts
described in Reference 2 in terms of incremental power production costs. An
objective comparison requires that the systems be optimized, and that the
bases for the cooling system design be equitable for each system. The
parameters, system options and limitations shown in Table 1 were used because
they had been selected for the previous study. (2) While they are equitable
for the three systems studied in Reference 2, it is not clear that the design
basis, particularly meteorology, is equitable for the thermal storage pond
system. The effect of varying site meteorology along with other parameters
will be discussed in Section 5.
The comparison of the three systems discussed in Reference 2 with the
thermal storage pond system and the parametric analysis of each individual
system were based upon the conditions listed in Table 1. However, to
determine if the bases were equitable for each system, and to perform
additional parametric analysis for each individual system, the effect of
varying these general design bases was investigated. The effect of these
factors is discussed in Section 5.
4.2 ADDITIONAL DESIGN BASIS LIMITATIONS
The comparison of the three systems presented in Reference 2 with the
thermal storage pond system is greatly simplified if some design and operating
parameters of the resulting optimized cooling system are the same or nearly
so. This allows the investigator to concentrate on the major differences, and
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TABLE 1. Design Basis
Parameters
Plant Type
Plant Size
Nominal Heat Rejection
Reference Base Plant Cost
Base Plant Fuel Cost
Base Plant Incremental Steam
Supply Cost
Capacity Charge
Energy Charge
Capacity Factor
Fixed Charge Rate
Cooling System Annual O&M
Meteorological Site
Turbi ne Type
Design Temperature
Condenser Type
Tower Arrangement
Heat Exchanger Orientation
Cooling System Type
Fan Draft
Fan Discharge
Ratio: Tower Roof Area/
Fan Swept Area
(Packing Factor)
Plant Operating Conditions

Options and Limitations
Fossil
1000 MWe
5.1 x 10 9 Btu/hr
440 $/kWe
8H/l06 Btu
146 $/kWe
121 $/kWe
24¢1kWh
65%
17 .4%
Annual cost equals 1% of cooling
system capital cost
Wyodak, Wyoming
Modified Conventional
(Maximum back pressure 8 in. Hga)
50°F
Surface Single-Pressure
Circular
Vertical
Indirect Mechanical Draft
Induced
Recovery Stack
20
Full Load, Valve Wide Open
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to readily determine which systems are generally better and why. Analysis
indicated that placing the following limits on the three different systems
will still permit determination of near optimal designs.
• Tower diameter - 195 10 ft
• Heat exchanger tube length - 80 ft
• Fan diameter - 28 ft.
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5.0 RESULTS
This section presents the results of the trade-offs between various
parameters. The trade-offs refer to the scheme by which the optimization code
determines the least-cost cooling system design. For a given set of external
variables which include the design basis parameters, the trade-offs will
determine the combination of internal optimized parameters resulting in the
lowest overall costs. The results of the optimization for Wyodak, Wyoming and
Phoenix, Arizona meteorology are presented in Figure 11. An overview of the
results of the parametric study is presented in truth table matrix form in
Figures 12, 13 and 14, showing the effects of various parameters on the
incremental power cost (while holding other parameters constant).
5.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the parametric study, the impact of variations of significant
parameters on the economic analysis of the thermal storage pond dry cooling
system was to be investigated. The method by which anyone parameter was
evaluated was to fix all the other variables according to the design base
values. The parameter being studied would then be varied over the entire
range. Each significant variable was studied in.this manner. The design base
conditions are discussed in Chapter 4.
In this section, different optimized designs are presented for
comparison. A cost summary for each optimized design is included. The costs
are given in terms of unit energy costs. The unit energy cost of the capital
cost items is determined from
.
Unlt Energy Cost

= Plant

Capital Cost * Fixed Charge Rate
Size * Capacity Factor * Hours per Year •

The capital cost items include the cooling system, the capacity charge, and
the base plant scaling. The cooling system includes the condenser, the piping
system and pumps, cooling tower, and, in some cases, the thermal storage
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pond. The capacity cost is the capital cost of the gas turbine required to
make up lost performance on the hottest 0.15% of the year. Base plant scaling
refers to the cost of adjusting the plant size to account for turbine back
pressure and its heat rate effects. Scaling also includes the cost of
increasing the plant size to provide power for the fans and pumps. The energy
cost is the cost of fuel for the gas turbine. The base fuel cost is the cost
of additional fuel needed to provide aUXl Ilary power to the fans and pumps and
to account for turbine heat rate effects. The annual operating and
maintenance cost is assumed to be 1% of the cooling system capital cost. It
is estimated on a unit energy cost basis except that the fixed charge rate is
not included.
5.2 TURBINE TYPE
When selecting a turbine for a dry cooling system, three types are
usually considered: the conventional turbine, the modified conventional
turbine and the high back pressure turbine. All three types exhibit the same
behavior as the turbine back pressure is increased. In each case the turbine
heat rate increases as back pressure increases. Because of this, to achieve a
given amount of electric output at a given ambient temperature, a plant with
increased back pressure must burn more fuel. The increased heat rate will
also result in a requirement for a larger steam supply system. Operating at a
higher back pressure does have the advantage of increasing the initial
temperature difference between the inlet water temperature and the inlet air
temperature in the dry cooling tower heat exchanger. The cooling system size
decreases as the initial temperature difference increases. Therefore.
increasing back pressure results in a trade-off between plant capital and fuel
cost and the cooling system cost. Earlier studies have shown that the
trade-off favors turbines capable of operating at increased back pressure.
Reference 2 investigated turbine optimization using the BNW-I computer code
and has concluded that the high back pressure type turbine is the least cost
turbine for the situations studied.
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In this study the effect of the thermal storage pond on turbine selection
was studied. As in Reference 2, the conventional turbine, the modified
conventional turbine and the high back pressure turbine were considered as
candidates.
5.2.1 Conventional Turbine
The conventional turbine is widely used and its performance
characteristics are well established. The operating back pressure range is
typically about 2 to 5 in. Hga with the rated output at 3.5 in. Hga. The
conventional turbine is the most efficient type and consequently has the
lowest heat rate. The conventional turbine has the disadvantage of being
unable to operate at back pressures above 5 in. Hga.
5.2.2 Modified Conventional Turbine
A conventional turbine can be modified so that it can operate with a back
pressure varying between 2 to 14 in. Hga. The modified conventional turbine
at its rated back pressure of 3.5 in. Hga would have a heat rate approximately
1% higher than the conventional turbine. It appears that problems with
off-design aerodynamics at the low pressure end of the turbine will limit the
turbine operating range to below 8 in. Hga.
5.2.3 High Back Pressure Turbine
Specially designed high back pressure turbines are also available. These
turbines can operate between 5.0 and 15.0 in. Hga with the rated conditions at
8.0 in. Hga. The high back pressure turbine has the disadvantage of a
substantially higher heat rate at lower back pressures than either the
conventional turbine or the modified conventional turbine. Unlike the
modified conventional turbine, high back pressure turbines have been built and
are in operation.
5.3 TURBINE OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
The optimization analysis was performed for the three turbine types for
the base case, assuming a 1000 MW fossil-fueled power plant located at Wyodak,
Wyoming. In optimizing the turbine, only the impact on the cost of dry
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was considered. Any cost variations among turbine types were not included.
While the cost of the conventional and modified conventional turbine should be
approximately equal, the high back pressure turbine may be up to 15% more
expensive. This will tend to decrease the attractiveness of the high back
pressure turbine.
The results of the analysis are presented in Tables 2 and 3. For the
assumed Wyodak meteorology the high back pressure turbine is the optimal
choice for dry cooling systems, both with and without a thermal storage pond.
In addition, no turbine type results in the incremental cost of dry cooling
with a storage pond approaching the cost of dry cooling without a thermal
storage pond.
5.4 POND STORAGE
One important variable in determining the thermal storage pond cost and
performance is the pond storage capacity in hours of plant operation. As the
pond storage capacity increases, the cost of the pond also increases.
However, the plant performance should also increase as the capacity and energy
penalth are decreased by using larger ponds. To determine the optimal pond
size, several cases were considered in addition to the base case, which
includes a pond with a storage capacity of 3 hours of plant operation. Pond
storage capacities of 6 hours and 9 hours were also ,tested. Storage ponds
with a storage capacity of less than 3 hours are undesirable because the
period of peak temperature often exceeds 1 or 2 hours, in which case the pond
would not substantially reduce the peak lost generation. Ponds with a storage
capacity greater than 9 hours would not have an interim period between pond
operation sufficient to allow for complete mixing of the pond water.
The results of the dry cooling system optimization for pond storage
capacities of 3, 6, and 9 hours are presented in Table 4. The results
indicate that, for the base case conditions, including Wyodak meteorology, the
smaller pond has the lowest incremental cost. A storage capacity of 3 hours
is used throughout if not otherwise specified.
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TABLE 2.

Cost Summary by Turbine Type for Dry-Cooled
Plant Without Thermal Storage Pond for Wyodak

Capital Cost Summary
Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary
Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

Turbine Type
Modified
High Back
Conventional Conventional
Pressure
cost in 10 6 dollars (1976)
53.2
37.0
27.4
12.7
22.1
9.9
8.7
6.3
5.5
4.4
10.0
98.4

8.6
7.1
71. 7

7.9
10.2
60.9

Incremental energy cost in mills/kWh
3.000
0.042
0.157
0.147
3.352
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2.190
0.113
0.149
0.098
2.550

1.860
0.091
0.492
0.075
2.518

TABLE 3.

Cost Summary by Turbine Type for Dry-Cooled
Plant With Thermal Storage Pond for Wyodak

Capital Cost Summary
Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary
Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

Turbine Type
Modified
High Back
Conventional
Conventional
Pressure
6
cost in 10 dollars (1976)
51.
35.7
27.3
20.4
12.0
9.2
8.7
6.2
5.3
15.5
9.9
8.2
4.3
8.4
7.7
8.4
7.2
10.3
79.4
109.0
68.0
Incremental energy cost in mills/kWh
3.333
0.034
0.133
0.169
3.669
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2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811

2.080
0.093
0.492
0.088
2.753

TABLE 4.

Ca~ital

Cost

Dry Cooling System Optimization for
Three Pond Storage Capacities for Wyodak
Pond Size
3-Hour
6-Hour
cost in 106 do 11 ars
35.7
33.4
12.0
11.4
6.2
6.1
9.9
13.9
8.4
8.3
7.2
6.9
79.4
80.0

Summar~

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary

9-Hour
(1976 )
31. 7
11.3
6.0
18.0
7.9
7.0
81. 9

Incremental energy cost in mi 11 s/kWh

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.439
0.143
0.142
0.114
2.838

2.500
0.163
0.143
0.117
2.923

5.5 ENERGY COST
There are several methods for estimating the cost of replacement energy.
In the parametric study the sensitivity of the results to alternate methods of
estimating replacement energy costs was investigated.
In BNW-I, replacement energy was assumed to be supplied from a gas
turbine regardless of time of day or system load. The result is that
replacement energy cost is constant at 24 mills/kWh. In actuality a utility
would have a variable cost for replacement energy. The expensive electrical
energy generating facilities, such as gas turbines, would only be operated
during periods of peak load. At off-peak conditions the replacement energy
would probably be supplied from less expensive intermediate load facilities
such as coal-fired power plants. Using a constant cost of replacement energy
tends to penalize the thermal storage pond concept.
The thermal storage pond increases the plant output during the hot part
of the day by supplying colder circulating water than the turbine would
normally receive. The plant output is, in turn, decreased during the cool
night when the pond supplies warmer circulating water to the turbine. Using a
constant cost of replacement energy makes the capacity lost during the
off-peak evening just as valuable as the capacity gained during the peak
condition. For an actual utility the capacity gained during the peak period
is of substantially more value.
A case was run to include variable replacement energy cost for the
"pond-in-service" mode. The replacement energy during the warmup mode
(corresponding to the last peak) was assumed to be supplied by a gas turbine
at a cost of 24 mills/kWh. The replacement energy during the cooldown mode
(off-peak conditions) was assumed to be supplied by a coal-fired plant at a
~ost of 10 mills/kWh.
BNW-I uses one constant value for the cost of replacement energy. To
determine a meaningful constant value, the average cost of replacement energy
was needed. The cost of replacement energy was assumed to be a sine wave with
a period of 24 hours and a high energy cost of 24 mills/kWh and a low energy
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cost of 10 mills/kWh. The amount of replacement energy (the plant rated
output minus the power actually generated) was also assumed to be a sine wave
with a maximum short fall of 40 MWe and a minimum short fall of zero. The
product of replacement energy cost and amount of replacement energy was
integrated over a year and the average cost of replacement power was
determined by dividing by 8720 hours. The average cost was calculated to be
20.5 mills/kWh.
Two situations were considered in the parametric study: the base case
and the variable replacement power cost case. From these results, summarized
in Table 5, it appears that using a variable replacement power cost does
reduce the estimated incremental cost of the thermal storage pond dry cooling
system, but the overall reduction is small because energy replacement is a
relatively small fraction of the cost of dry cooling.
5.6 POND CAPITAL COST
As part of the parametric study, the effect of varying pond capital cost
on the incremental power' cost of dry cooling was investigated. In Section 3,
it was shown that the pond capital cost is a function of pond location with
respect to the dry cooling tower. In the base case it was assumed that the
pond was located 600 ft from the cooling tower. If site conditions and
thermal effects of the pond would permit locating the pond adjacent to the
cooling tower pumping plant, then it would be possible to delete the thermal
storage pond pumping plant and substantially reduce the piping costs. One
possible close-in pond arrangement is shown in Figure 15.
The capital cost associated with the close-in arrangement is calculated
using the procedure discussed in Section 3, except that the pumping plant
capital cost is deleted and the length of the supply and return piping is
assumed to be 50 ft. All unit costs and overheads are the same as those used
in the base case and BNW-I. (2)
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TABLE 5.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for
Alternate Energy Penalty Methodology
for Wyodak

Capital Cost Summary
Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capac ity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary

Base
Variable Ener9~ Cost
cost in 10 6 dollars (1976)
35.7
35.7
12.0
12.0
6.2
6.2
9.9
9.9
8.4
8.4
7.2
7.2
79.4
79.4
Incremental energy cost in mills/kWh

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.786
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Conceptual Close-in Pond Arrangement

Two cases were considered: the base case and the close-in pond
arrangement. The close-in pond arrangement results in a substantial reduction
in pond capital cost and should result in a lower incremental power cost for
dry cooling. Table 6 presents the results of the simulation of both cases.
As expected, the close-in pond arrangement does result in a decrease in the
incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage pond from 2.811
mills/kWh to 2.664 mills/kWh. While the incremental cost is decreased, the
decrease is not sufficient to make the thermal storage pond system competitive
with a dry cooling system without a thermal storage pond with an incremental
power cost of 2.549 mills.
5.7 CAPACITY PENALTY COST
The method of evaluating the capacity penalty has a major impact on the
incremental cost of a dry cooling system equipped with a thermal storage
pond. The capacity penalty is the cost of electrical energy generating
facilities necessary to provide replacement power whenever the dry-cooled
power plant cannot generate its rated capacity. Because the output of the
dry-cooled power plant decreases with increasing ambient temperature, the
maximum deficit in power generation will occur during the hottest time period
in which the plant must operate. The "hottest time period" was defined in
Section 3. This section considers the effect of including the utility supply
curve in the analysis of capacity penalty.
For the base case it was assumed that, whenever the power plant could not
generate its rated capacity, then replacement power would be required. The
replacement power was assumed to be supplied by gas turbines with sufficient
capacity to meet the plant's rated output even under the worst case
conditions.
A second method of analyzing the capacity penalty would be to consider
the complete utility power generation system, which would include the
dry-cooled plant, gas turbines and other power generation facilities. In a
theoretical utility the installed generating capacity would just equal the
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TABLE 6.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for
Alternate Pond Location for Wyodak

Capital Cost Summary
Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary

Base
Variable Ener9~ Cost
cost in 10 6 dollars (1976)
35.7
35.6
12.0
12.0
6.2
6.2
9.9
5.5
8.4
8.5
7.2
7.1
79.4
74.9
Incremental energy cost in mills/kWh

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.289
0.122
0.149
0.104
2.664

peak demand and the peak demand would be supplied by the most expensive of the
generating facilities. At any but peak conditions the system would have
excess capacity that could be used to make up the deficit of the dry-cooled
power plant. In this situation, the system would be able to supply the
necessary replacement power without requiring new construction for all
situations except peak demand period. This means that the capacity penalty
should be based on the replacement power requirement only during the peak
demand period (see Figures 16 and 17). Because excess system capacity exceeds
loss of capacity at t 1, the capacity penalty is based on loss of capacity at
t 2·

For a typical dry-cooled plant, the two approaches yield similar results
because, for summer peaking utilities, the peak load occurs at approximately
the same time as peak ambient temperature, which is also the time of the peak
deficit in the p1ant ' s power output. One can assume that the system could not
provide any replacement power and all replacement power would have to be
provided by newly constructed gas turbines.
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Generation Profile and Capacity Penalty
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For a dry cooling system with a thermal storage pond there may be
substantial differences. With a thermal storage pond system the peak
deficiency in power generation occurs just before the pond enters service. If
the pond is designed so that the peak demand period always occurs during pond
operation, then the maximum deficiency occurs at off-peak conditions and the
system can be assumed to provide replacement power. In this case the capacity
penalty is based on the difference between the rated output and the actual
output with the pond in service. Because plant performance is substantially
improved with the pond in service, the capacity penalty is reduced.
To investigate the impact of the method of evaluating the capacity
penalty, two cases were considered: the base case and the peak demand
capacity penalty method. The results are presented in Table 7. From these
results it is obvious that the method of evaluation has a major impact on the
incremental cost of dry cooling. The peak demand capacity penalty method
gives a substantially lower incremental cost.
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TABLE 7.

Ca~ita 1

Cost

Dry Cooling System Optimization for
Alternate Capacity Penalty Methodology
for Wyodak

Summar~

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost
Unit Energy Cost Summary

Base
Peak Ca~acit~ Method
cost in 10 6 dollars (1976)
35.7
35.7
12.2
12.0
6.2
6.2
9.9
9.9
8.4
3.5
7.2
6.9
79.4
74.4
I ncrement a1 energy cost in mills/kWh

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.271
0.121
0.145
0.112
2.649

While the peak demand capacity penalty method gives substantially
improved economics for the thermal storage pond concept, this method was not
used as the base case for several reasons. Uncertainty exists in the shape of
the electric power supply curve and in the shape and duration of the demand
peak. The design of a thermal storage pond with sufficient storage capacity
to insure that the peak demand period is included in the pond-in-service
period would require oversizing the pond to a possibly nonoptimal size. The
costs associated with oversizing the pond were not included in the analysis
presented in Table 7.
For dry cooling to contribute substantially to conserving national water
resources it must be viewed as a base load technique that would be used on a
large scale. While a utility system may currently have excess capacity at
off-peak conditions, sufficient to provide reserve for a dry-cooled plant, an
increased use of dry cooling with thermal storage ponds would tend to
eliminate this reserve, requiring the construction of additional generating
facilities. While the peak demand capacity penalty method may be reasonable
for the first plant equipped with a thermal storage pond, additional plants
with thermal storage ponds may require additional capacity above that
predicted by the peak demand capacity penalty method. For a specific utility
with sufficient excess capacity at off-peak conditions, the peak demand
capacity penalty method may be justified. However, for a general analysis of
the thermal storage pond concept, the more conservative approach of viewing
the plant as an isolated facility consisting of the plant and a gas turbine
required at all times to provide the noted capacity was felt to be more
satisfactory.
5.8 DESIGN TEMPERATURE
The design temperature of the dry cooling system is the ambient
temperature at which the plant will generate its rated output. A high design
temperature results in reduced replacement energy costs and capacity penalty
but the capital cost of the dry cooling system is increased. A low design
temperature results in reduced capital costs but the energy and capacity
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penalties are increased. The optimization of drY,cooling systems without
thermal storage ponds using BNW-I has shown that the optimal design
temperature is around 50°F. This was used as the base case design temperature
for the thermal storage pond optimization.
To investigate the impact of varying design temperature, two additional
design temperatures were considered: 30°F and 70°F. An optimized plant and
related incremental cost were determined for a dry cooling system, both with
and without a thermal storage pond. The results are presented in Tables 8 and
9. It appears that the 50°F design temperature is near optimum for the dry
cooling system equipped with a thermal storage pond. In addition, the
variation in design point temperature does not appear to increase the economic
viability of the thermal storage pond system. At a design temperature of both
30°F and 70°F the incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage pond
is substantially higher for the dry cooling without a thermal storage pond.

5.9 METEOROLOGY
When considering the economic viability of the thermal storage pond
concept, the trade-off between the increased capital cost of the pond and the
resulting reduction in lost capacity during the hottest part of the day is of
concern. The reduction in lost capacity is a function of ambient conditions
with the thermal pond concept providing the greatest benefit in hot climates
with large daily temperature variations; therefore, the economic
attractiveness of the thermal pond concept is dependent on site meteorology.
The meteorology of a particular site is characterized by a maximum
temperature and a distribution of temperatures on a yearly average basis. Two
sites were considered for this study: Wyodak and Phoenix. Wyodak was
selected as the base case to allow comparison with previous results. Phoenix
was selected as a typical site that would be favorable for the thermal storage
pond concepts. The cumulative temperature curves for these, sites are shown in
Figure 18. The cumulative temperature profile for Wyodak has been adjusted so
that the cumulative hours below 30°F are included in the cumulative hours at
30°F. This in no way affects the cooling tower design or performance.
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TABLE 8.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for A
Design Temperature of 30°F for Wyodak

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

30°F
30°F
(With Pond)
{Without Pond)
cost in 106 dollars (1976)
35.7
36.6
34.2
12.0
12.0
13.8
6.2
6.9
8.1
9.9
9.2
8.4
9.0
9.0
7.2
5.6
5.6
79.4
79.3
70.7

Unit Energy Cost Summary

Incremental energy cost in mills/kWh

Ca~ita 1

Cost

Summar~

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

50°F
Base

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.423
0.168
0.139
0.114
2.844

2.160
0.153
0.138
0.099
2.550

TABLE 9.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for A
Design Temperature of 70°F for Wyodak

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capac ity Pena lty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

70°F
70°F
{With Pond)
{Without Pond)
cost in 10 6 do 11 ars (1976 )
35.7
38.5
39.2
12.0
12.9
13.7
6.2
5.9
6.1
9.9
9.8
8.4
6.4
6.9
7.2
14.1
13.2
79.4
87.6
79.1

Unit Energy Cost Summary

Incremental energy cost in mi 11 s/kWh

Caeita 1 Cost

Surrmar~

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

50°F
Base

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811

60

2.676
0.036
0.178
0.118
3.008

2.416
0.043
0.163
0.103
2.735
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FIGURE 18.

Cumulative Temperature Distribution Taken from Ten-Year
Average for Five Site Meteorologies (Site Elevation in
Parentheses)

As discussed in Section 3, the simulation of a dry cooling system
equipped with a thermal storage pond requires that two cumulative temperature
curves be used, one for the "pond out of service" mode and one for the "pond
in service" mode. The Wyodak curves are based on a detailed analysis of 1974
weather data. Time did not allow such a detailed analysis of the Phoenix
weather data. The cumulative temperature curve for the "pond in service" mode
for Phoenix was developed by assuming a daily temperature variation of 30°,
typical of the region. Once a peak hour was identified, the next low
temperature period would then have a temperature 30° below the peak hour
temperature. In identifying peak hours, it was assumed that all hours above
110°F were peak hours and half of the hours between 90°F and 110°F were peak
hours.
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Meteorology influences the design and cost of the dry cooling system in
three ways. The maximum ambient air temperature partly determines the maximum
initial temperature difference (ITO) of the heat exchanger and the capital
cost of the gas turbines required to make up lost performance. The
distribution of temperature over the year also determines the cost of fuel for
the gas turbine. The thermal storage pond decreases the lost performance and
lost energy. This results in the optimization process selecting a smaller
cooling system.
The results of the parametric study are presented in Table 10. Both
cases were modeled assuming a modified conventional turbine. In addition, a
dry cooling system without a thermal storage pond was modeled using Phoenix
weather data and the results are presented in Table 10. From these results it
is obvious that the incremental cost of dry cooling with a thermal storage
pond does increase when comparing a hot climate such as Phoenix and a cooler
climate such as Wyodak. The significant result is that the cost of dry
cooling without a thermal storage pond rises more rapidly, so that for a
climate like Phoenix the thermal storage pond decreases the incremental cost
of dry cooling.
To consider the maximum potential savings resulting from the thermal
storage pond concept an additional case was investigated. It was assumed that
a site suitable for a reduced capital cost IIclose-in" pond was available in
the Phoenix area. Table 11 presents the results of the optimization. In this
case, the thermal storage pond has substantially reduced the incremental cost
of dry cooling from 4.306 to 3.505 mills/kWh for a 19% reduction.
The three turbine types were considered for the Phoenix meteorology. The
results of the optimization are presented in Tables 12 and 13. It appears
that the high back pressure turbine is optimal for the Phoenix meteorology.
This coincides with the results of the previous study. (2)
When considering the results for Phoenix meteorology it should be
remembered that the temperature profiles for the pond in service are based on
the assumptions given above. Before a firm statement on the incremental cost
of dry cooling with Phoenix meteorology can be made, a detailed evaluation of
the local meteorology must be completed.
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TABLE 10.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for
Phoenix Meteorology

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

Phoenix
Phoenix
{With Pond}
(Without Pond)
cost in 10 6 do 11 ars (1976 )
40.0
35.7
39.8
12.0
17.7
27.8
6.2
10.0
8.6
15.0
9.9
8.4
8.8
9.2
7.2
7.4
14.0
79.4
97.5
120.8

Unit Energy Cost Summary

Incremental energy cost in mi 11 s/kWh

Ca~ital

Cost

Surrmar~

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

Base

2.428
0.121
0.150
0.112
2.811
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2.979
0.375
0.165
0.143
3.662

3.687
0.177
0.271
0.171
4.306

TABLE 11.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for Phoenix
Meteorology and Close-in Pond Location

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

Phoen i x with
Phoenix
Close-in Pond
cost in 106 do 11 ars (1976)
40.0
39.8
17.7
18.5
8.6
8.6
15.0
8.9
8.8
8.8
7.4
7.8
97.5
92.4

Unit Energy Cost Summary

Incremental energy cost
in mi 11 s/kWh

Capital Cost Summary

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance
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2.979
0.375
0.165
0.143
3.662

2.823
0.377
0.172
0.133
3.505

TABLE 12.

Ca~ita 1

Dry Cooling System Optimization for Phoenix
Meteorology and No Thermal Storage Pond
with Various Turbine Designs
Cost

High Back
Modified
Conventional
Pressure
cost in 10 6 dollars (1976)
59.8
35.2
27.8
14.7
10.0
7.5

Summar~

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

9.2
14.0
120.8

9.1
13.4
78.9

Incremental energy cost
in mi 11 s/kWh

Unit Energy Cost Summary
Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance

3.687
0.177
0.271
0.171
4.306
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2.408
0.127
0.542
0.099
3.176

TABLE 13.

Dry Cooling System Optimization for Phoenix
Meteorology and Thermal Storage Pond with
Various Turbine Designs

Tower
Piping
Condenser
Pond
Capacity Penalty
Plant Scaling
Total Capital Cost

Modified
High Back
Conventional
Pressure
cost in 106 dollars (1976)
40.0
30.3
17.7
10.1
8.6
5.8
15.0
9.1
7.6
8.8
7.4
11.3
97.5
74.2

Unit Energy Cost Summary

Incremental energy cost
in mi 11 s/kWh

Capital Cost Summary

2.979
0.375
0.165
0.143
3.662

Total Capital Cost
Energy Penalty
Additional Base Plant Fuel
Operation and Maintenance
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2.268
0.261
0.510
0.097
3.136

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Five major conclusions drawn from this study are:
1.

The thermal storage pond concept reduces the incremental cost of dry
cooling by 15% for a site with meteorology similar to Phoenix, Arizona,
if the system uses a modified-conventional turbine. No reduction in cost
was experienced for a more moderate site, such as Wyodak, Wyoming, or if
a high back pressure turbine is used.

2.

The optimal turbine type (high back pressure) and optimal design
temperature (50°F) are the same for all cases.

3.

The results are insensitive to variations in the method of evaluating
replacement energy cost.

4.

The results are sensitive to site meteorology and the method of
evaluating capacity penalty.

5.

The pond should be built as close as feasible to the dry cooling tower,
although the incremental cost of dry cooling is not a strong function of
this variable.

In addition, the flexibility of the BNW-I optimization code has been
increased by the addition of algorithms for the analysis of thermal storage
ponds. The code can now be used to analyze site-specific proposals.
Before the thermal storage pond can be considered an economically viable
concept for plant sites with moderate or cool meteorology, ways to reduce the
projected cost must be found.
The economics of thermal storage ponds may be more favorable in certain
situations not considered in this report, such as:
a)

auxiliary uses of the pond, e.g., for makeup or emergency water storage,
and

b)

the use of a thermal storage pond with a dry cooling system for a solar
thermal power plant. Such a plant would particularly benefit from the
capacitive effects of the thermal storage pond because of the diurnal
variation in the rate of power production and heat rejection.
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